
 Browse the catalogue online  
and flip through our books!
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THE MISCHIEVOUS WIND
Le Vent taquinLe Vent taquin
Bernard Villiot • Julien Arnal 
23 x 26.5 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 12.90€

FRIENDSHIP • ACCEPTANCE 
A story that bubbles with poetry, imagination,  
and friendship!
All winds are different and the one in this story is a 
mischievous wind. A wind that makes hats and umbrellas 
fly away, slams doors, and messes up hair because  
it’s bored. Then one day it meets a little girl. Amelie has  
a strange sickness, she’s as fragile as glass.  
She finds this wind amusing! What if all this wind needed 
was a friend? 

World rights available
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A FOX IN MY SCHOOL
Un renard dans mon écoleUn renard dans mon école
Lola and Olivier Dupin • Ronan Badel 
20 x 23 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 10.95€

BULLYING • ANGST 
An important book to open up dialogue about  
bullying at school.
“A fox was at school today, but I didn’t say anything. Even 
though the way it looked at me made my skin crawl. At first,  
it only made fun of me. Then one day, it broke my glasses.  
Then it took my scooter. It eventually changed from a fox  
to a wolf, and then to a tiger.”
Written by a father and his 8 year-old daughter, this story 
shows the gradual increase in threat and fear when bullies  
are not stopped. However the message remains clear and 
essential: the only way to stop the fox is to break the silence!

World rights available
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ARSÈNE LUPIN’S SECRETS
Le secret d’Arsène LupinLe secret d’Arsène Lupin
Hélène Druvert
21 x 28 CM - 40 PAGES - HARDCOVER WITH LASER-CUT PAGES - 19.95€

ADVENTURE • GENTLEMAN THIEF • CLASSIC WORKS 
A magical book to discover Arsène Lupin through Hélène Druvert’s 
wonderful laser cuts!
Good grief! The famous blue diamond has been stolen! The thief, Arsène Lupin,  
is already quite far away. A headlong chase starts, from Paris to New York  
via the French Riviera. Arrested by Herlock Sholmes, Arsène is thrown in prison.  
But he isn’t there for long because he’s a master of disguises and daring escapes.  
He needs to hide the blue diamond quickly. What could be better than the cliffs  
of Etretat and the so-called mysterious ‘hollow needle’ for hiding his treasure? 

Rights sold: Italian

LASER-CUT PAGESLASER-CUT PAGES

A STROLL WITH MARY POPPINS
Un petit tour avec Mary PoppinsUn petit tour avec Mary Poppins
Rights sold: Czech, Chinese (simplified), 
Dutch, English (world), German, Italian, 
Romanian, Russian, Spanish (world)

ALSO AVAILABLE BY HÉLÈNE DRUVERT

PARIS UP, UP AND AWAY
Paris s’envoleParis s’envole

Rights sold: English (world)

LASER-CUT PAGESLASER-CUT PAGES

LASER-CUT PAGESLASER-CUT PAGES

DISCOVER THE INSIDE  DISCOVER THE INSIDE  
OF THE BOOKOF THE BOOK
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KSTristan GionTristan Gion

MISTER SNOW
Monsieur SnowMonsieur Snow
Bernard Villiot • Tristan Gion
23 x 26.5 CM - 40 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 12.90€

FRIENDSHIP • ADVENTURE • MAGIC • HORSES 
Who hasn’t wished that their dreams could come true? 
Wouldn’t that be the most precious gift that magic  
could give us? 
Bernard Villiot, through his brilliant and poetic sensibility,  
revisits the eternal story of a friendship between a little girl  
and a horse while Tristan Gion’s powerful imagination and 
deftness with color bring this unique world alive. 
Myra-Belle has sculpted a magnificent horse out of snow.  
Hoof prints appear in the snow near her new friend one morning, 
heralding the start of an extraordinary adventure. Every evening, 
the horse comes to life and invites the little girl to follow  
it into the forest. When a terrible storm puts Myra-Belle in 
danger, Mister Snow saves her and exhausted, he disappears.  
In the morning, as if by magic, a real horse is waiting for Myra-Belle 
in her garden. Tenderness and extravagance as well as suspense 
can be found in this magnificent ode to anyone who’s dreamed 
impossible dreams!

World rights available

THE LITTLE READER
La Petite LectriceLa Petite Lectrice
Rights sold: Romanian

ALSO AVAILABLE BY TRISTAN GION
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THROUGH THE MIST
Pleine BrumePleine Brume
Antoine Guilloppé
32 x 29 CM - 40 PAGES - HARDCOVER WITH LASER-CUT PAGES - 19.95€

ANIMALS • FOREST 
What happened last night in the forest  
before the mist settled in?
Through a magnificent succession of laser cut pages  
and tracing paper pages, Antoine Guilloppé shows  
us a wild forest as seen by an awakening animal.  
Time seems still and the world asleep as the mist  
is slowly dispersing, allowing to interweave flashbacks 
and the present as we follow a she-wolf trying to find 
her way back to her pack. 

World rights available

IN THE SEA
Pleine MerPleine Mer
Rights sold: Chinese (simplified)

ALSO AVAILABLE BY ANTOINE GUILLOPPÉ

MEPHISTO
MéphistoMéphisto

Rights sold: Danish, 
English (world), German, GreekLASER-CUT PAGESLASER-CUT PAGES

LASER-CUT PAGESLASER-CUT PAGES
TRACING PAPER PAGESTRACING PAPER PAGES

DISCOVER THE INSIDE  DISCOVER THE INSIDE  
OF THE BOOKOF THE BOOK
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IN THE FOREST
Dans la forêtDans la forêt
Philippe Jalbert 
27 x 36 CM - 40 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 15.90€

LOOK AND FIND • ANIMALS 
Philippe Jalbert’s fine-tip pen has the power  
to enchant us and send us on an incredible journey… 
through its sumptuous large format, making  
this book an educational, poetic, and playful delight.
In this extremely original Look and Find, a pair of squirrels  
are trying to find their baby amongst cleverly hidden animal 
families and things or creatures that don’t belong within  
the setting. In total more than 100 animals and intruders are  
to be discovered in this fascinating and extraordinarily abundant 
forest. A sumptuous book to learn how to recognize forest 
animals while also having fun! 

World rights available

AND...
Et...Et...
Rights sold: Chinese (simplified), Dutch, 
English (World), Greek, Italian, Korean

BAMBI – A LIFE IN THE WOODS
Bambi, une vie dans les boisBambi, une vie dans les bois

Adapted from the novel by Felix Salten
Rights sold: Bosnian, Czech, Korean, Russian

ALSO AVAILABLE BY PHILIPPE JALBERT

Can you see  Can you see  
the boar?the boar? Did you spot Did you spot 

the stag?the stag?

5 animals are hidden in this page:  5 animals are hidden in this page:  
our 2 squirrels, a stag, a fox and someone  our 2 squirrels, a stag, a fox and someone  

who doesn’t belong in the forest.  who doesn’t belong in the forest.  
Can you spot them al l? Can you spot them al l? 
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ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Alice au Pays des MerveillesAlice au Pays des Merveilles
Sandra Nelson • Jérôme Pélissier 
Adapted from the novel by Lewis Carroll
24.5 x 28 CM - 40 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 16€

BOLDNESS • STRONG-HEADED HEROIN • CLASSIC WORKS 
Impertinent, bubbly and endlessly curious, the most 
famous heroine in English literature tells us her version  
of the story in a book that’s filled with bright, astonishing 
illustrations! 
Alice doesn’t want to lay in the grass and think about the daisies 
this afternoon. She wants to go on an adventure! Rediscover  
the famous tale created by Lewis Carroll: falling down the rabbit 
hole, drinking and eating what shouldn’t be eaten or drunk…  
and be careful when it comes to the Queen of Hearts!  
A wonderful introduction to this classic amongst classics…  
as you’ve never seen it before!

World rights available

Solenne and ThomasSolenne and Thomas
PETER AND THE WOLF
Pierre et le loupPierre et le loup
Serge Prokofiev • Solenne and Thomas
24.5 x 28 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 16€

ADVENTURE • COURAGE • CLASSIC WORKS 
Discover Peter’s adventures through the superb 
illustrations that are both colorful and filled with joy  
by Solenne and Thomas! 
Peter loves going to the field and meet with the animals, but  
with the dangerous wolf around, his Grandpa won’t let him go... 
Follow Peter’s adventures alongside the bickery duck, the brave 
bird, the cautious cat, and the big bad wolf! Every character  
is matched to an instrument in this deeply musical classic tale.

World rights available
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THE RED STILTS
Les Échasses rougesLes Échasses rouges
Rights sold: Brazilian, Chinese (complex 
and simplified), Dutch, Greek,  
Italian, Romanian, Spanish (world)

ALSO AVAILABLE BY ÉRIC PUYBARET

MOON-HIDER
Cache-LuneCache-Lune

Rights sold: Basque, Catalan,  
Chinese (complex and simplified), 

Galician, Greek, Korean, Romanian, 
Spanish (world), Valencian

PANDORA, THIS NIGHT
Pandore, cette nuitPandore, cette nuit
Éric Puybaret
24.5 x 33.5 CM - 40 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 15€

MYTHOLOGY • HOPE 
How would we welcome Pandora and her famous box today? 
Éric Puybaret is back with a marvelous modern fable for 
dreamers! 
In the streets of a small suburban city, Pandora, a captivating young 
woman, wanders. She is trying to find her diamond-encrusted box  
that has been open for a very long time. An old woman is certain  
she has it in her home! Pandora seeks the box to regroup all of Earth’s 
troubles. Giants reach out to her: Misery, War, Famine, Death, Madness… 
They are tired from all these years of suffering. Can they return to  
the box, or will they have to continue tormenting Earth? Not if Hope 
suddenly arrives.
Éric Puybaret spreads his impressive artistic wings to pull us into  
this wonderful story. 

World rights available
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IT’S QUITE A STORY!
C’est tout un romanC’est tout un roman
Sandra Nelson • Marie Vanderbemden 
19 x 24.5 CM - 168 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 17.95€

ADVENTURES • CLASSIC WORKS 
A comprehensive collection to dive into literature’s 
most beguiling stories!
Superbly illustrated, these 9 abridged stories are told 
with panache for the joy of the entire family! Stories  
of adventure, of swashbuckling, of wonderful worlds… 
There’s something for everyone.
The collection contains adaptions of:
– The Three Musketers, by Alexandre Dumas
– Alice in Wonderland, by Lewis Caroll
– Cyrano de Bergerac, by Edmond Rostand
– Treasure Island, by Robert Louis Stevenson
– Little Women, by Louisa May Alcott
– The Canterville Ghost, by Oscar Wilde
– Around the World in 80 Days, by Jules Verne
– Sophie’s Misfortunes, by the Countess of Ségur
– Robinson Crusoe, by Daniel Defoe

World rights available

Little WomenLittle Women

Treasure IslandTreasure Island

Al ice  Al ice  
in Wonderlandin Wonderland

Around the World Around the World 
in 80 Daysin 80 Days
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Gaston la Licorne : apprentissagesGaston la Licorne : apprentissages  33
Aurélie Chien Chow Chine
2 TITLES - 16 x 16 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 6€ 

SOCIAL SKILLS • MINDFULNESS • APPEASEMENT 
Managing emotions isn’t the only thing that Gaston is exploring as he grows up. Little by little, he’s also learning  
to live alongside others through small challenges throughout the day!
Following in the footsteps of Gaston’s Feelings, this new series aims to help children live fully! Each title  
has a story containing a situation, Gaston’s reaction, which has been inspired by other children, and, as usual,  
the search for a solution based on appeasement, visualisation, and good will.
World rights available

Gaston Learns Social SkillsGaston Learns Social Skills 2.2.  I WIN EVEN IF I LOSE
When he plays with Dad, Mom, or with  
his friends, Gaston hates losing. He sulks  
and sometimes gets upset. But the most 
important thing is not to win, it’s to have  
a good time all together! Like Gaston, 
discover that the true winner  
is whomever is having fun!

NEXT TITLES COMING  NEXT TITLES COMING  
IN WINTER 2022!IN WINTER 2022!

1.1.  SAYING THANK YOU
When he wants something and gets it  
or when someone helps him, Gaston sometimes 
forgets that a magic word exists… Thank you! 
Discover with Gaston the importance of this word 
and everything good that opens up  
in your life and that of others when you use it!
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Les émotions de GastonLes émotions de Gaston  33
Aurélie Chien Chow Chine

Gaston’s FeelingsGaston’s Feelings

GASTON MISTIGRI CARD GAME
8 x 12.5 CM - 31 CARDS + A 20-PAGE RULE BOOK - 7.99€

Exchange cards with players closest to you and try finding the matching 
pairs. There are 15 pairs to find and each one corresponds to a different 
emotion. The one who keeps the card with the multicolored Gaston  
in his hands when all the pairs have been placed down wins. The cards  
have been designed with children’s little hands in mind. Observational  
and association skills are essential parts of a child’s development,  
making this game as useful as it is fun!

GASTON MEMORY GAME
16.5 x 16.5 CM - 40 CARDS - 10.90€

Search for all the images of Gaston, his family and his friends, focus and find the 20 matching pairs!  
This observational game will bring hours of fun to the whole family.

Leaflet  Leaflet  
with ruleswith rules

Deck of cardsDeck of cards
Find the pairsFind the pairs
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Les émotions de GastonLes émotions de Gaston  33
Aurélie Chien Chow Chine

EMOTIONS • DAY-TO-DAY LIFE • BREATHING EXERCISES 
With a short story and a simple sophrology exercise, this is the perfect series for teaching children how to understand 
and manage their emotions! The loveable Gaston is a unicorn like any other, except for one thing… His rainbow mane 
changes colour depending on his emotions and just like any child, he feels a lot of them. In each title, children can 
follow the story of why Gaston feels the way he does, and they can learn how to handle this feeling along with Gaston!
Rights sold: Arabic, Chinese (complex and simplified), Czech, Danish, Dutch, English (world), German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Lithuanian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Spanish (Spain), Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese

Gaston’s FeelingsGaston’s Feelings
PICTURE BOOKS
15 TITLES - 16 x 16 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 6€

 1. 1.  I’M SAD
 2. 2.  I’M ANGRY
 3. 3. I’M SCARED
 4. 4. I’M JEALOUS
 5. 5. I’M SHY

 6. 6. I’M HAPPY
 7. 7. I FEEL GUILTY
 8.  8. I’M EXCITED
  9.   9. I’M SULKING
10. 10. I CAN’T SLEEP

11. 11. I’M BORED
12. 12. I’M OFFENDED
13. 13. I CAN FOCUS
14. 14. I’M IMPATIENT
15.15.  I’M IN LOVE

33

SOLD INTO SOLD INTO 24 LANGUAGES!24 LANGUAGES!

66 1010

WATCH GASTON  WATCH GASTON  
IN MOTIONIN MOTION

22 55

88

15151313

OVER  OVER  680,000 COPIES 680,000 COPIES SOLD!SOLD!

CONTACT US  CONTACT US  FOR THE WHOLE LIST  
FOR THE WHOLE LIST  OF TITLES: BIND-UPS, 
OF TITLES: BIND-UPS, ACTIVITIES.. .ACTIVITIES.. .

GASTON’S FEELINGS – MY ACTIVITY BOOK  
2 TITLES - 21 x 28 CM - 52 PAGES + 4 PAGES OF STICKERS - SOFTCOVER - 7.95€

Colouring, drawing, labyrinths, stories to complete, breathing exercices...  
Discover over 40 activities to help you recognise, name and handle your emotions!

1. 1. VOLUME 1 2. 2. VOLUME 2

HOW DO I FEEL? – MY COLOURING PAD
14.5 x 21 CM - 96 DETACHABLE PAGES - HARDCOVER WITH A BOX  
OF 10 COLOURED PENCILS - 13€

Children can colour the scenes thanks to the 10 pencils 
included in the set, decide which mood Gaston is in and  
add details to the illustrations.  
They are also invited to share their current state of mind.  
It’s the perfect way to have fun and to open a discussion 
about feelings!
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Ma petite gym zenMa petite gym zen  33
Isabelle Jouve-Gaudin • Jacques Choque • Mélanie Grandgirard
2 TITLES - 19 x 19 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 6.99€ 

RELAXATION • EXERCISE • FAMILY 
Youkilou the Kitty Gym Instructor helps families to unwind and relax with stretching exercises! A child that doesn’t 
want to sleep or has way too much energy? Youkilou to the rescue! In these books filled with humour and beautiful 
illustrations, children will follow along to a story that they’ll find easy to relate to and discover 5 exercises that will 
help them calm themselves down. At the end of the story, the movements from each exercise will be deconstructed 
so that they can be easily followed. The exercises can be done by the whole family and have been selected by 
Jacques Choque, fitness educator and yoga-relaxation professor.
World rights available

The Little Zen GymThe Little Zen Gym

1.1.  ALEX DOESN’T WANT TO GO TO BED
Tonight, just like every night, Alex doesn’t want to go to bed.  
He’ll try anything to stay up late: another story, less warm pajamas, 
a glass of water... It’s tiring for everyone. Youkilou comes to  
the rescue. The Kitty Gym Instructor will help both children and 
parents learn 5 essential exercices to relax before going to sleep!

2.2.  OSCAR CAN’T GO OUT
Oscar has to stay home today. He was so excited about meeting 
his friends at the park, and now he’s really disappointed.  
Oscar becomes increasingly agitated: he jumps, he turns,  
he slides, and even climbs up the curtains. This can’t go on! 
Luckily, Youkilou is here to teach him and his entire family  
5 exercises that are just right to focus their energy!

NEXT TITLE  NEXT TITLE  
COMING IN 2022!COMING IN 2022!
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MartinMartin
MartinMartin  33
Till the Cat • Carine Hinder
8 TITLES - 19 x 19 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 6.99€

DAILY LIFE • CURRENT TIMES • GROWING UP
Martin is four and a half. He likes candies, dinosaurs, building pillow forts,  
and video games. He has a younger sister, Zoe, and a dog. His father is a teacher  
who loves spending time at home cooking for his family while Martin’s mother 
works long hours at a big environmental company. 
Like any child growing up in the 2020s, Martin wonders about the big and little 
things that impact his daily life, from the horrible taste of vegetables to ecology. 
Martin is interested in everything around him and asks a lot of questions!  
He’s very happy to teach what he learns to his constant companion,  
Stuffy Bunny. This new little hero will help little readers and their parents  
solve everyday problems that form as our society evolves.
Rights sold: Catalan, Romanian, Spanish (world)

6.6. THE NEW TEACHER  
Today is the first day of school! It looks like we’ll have a new teacher… A new 
teacher? Martin is worried. What if she isn’t nice or if she doesn’t look at all 
like what he imagined?

MEET MARTINMEET MARTIN

7.7. THE LOST STUFFY  
Martin has lost Stuffy Bunny. He’s sure that his little sister took it!  

Or Mom took it to wash it? Martin quickly accuses all of the members  
of his family (and even aliens!). What if Stuffy Bunny was under  

Martin’s nose the whole time? Well… under the mess of toys in his room!

8.8. MARTIN KNOWS EVERYTHING ABOUT CHRISTMAS  
Martin tells everything that he knows about Christmas to his little sister. 
The Christmas tree, the decorations, everything! But aren’t we forgetting 
something very important? Christmas isn’t just when we receive gifts, it’s 
also when we think about others… and share! Luckily, getting ready to sing 
Christmas carols at the retirement home near the school is going to help 
him remember what’s essential about this holiday.

3 new titles!3 new titles!
1.1. SCREEN TIME  
2.2. I DON’T LIKE IT!  
3.3. CAN WE FIX IT?  
4.4. IT’S BEDTIME  
5.5. THE COLOUR OF OUR HANDS  

22

33 44

11

55

NEXT TITLES COMING NEXT TITLES COMING 
IN WINTER 2022!IN WINTER 2022!
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Gaspard and LisaGaspard and Lisa
Gaspard et LisaGaspard et Lisa 

 33
Anne Gutman • Georg Hallensleben

FRIENDSHIP • MISCHIEFS
Sporting their colourful scarves, Gaspard and Lisa are always finding 
new ways to entertain themselves and never lose their love of fun, 
sometimes getting into trouble along the way. Their playful antics  
are recorded in this enchanting series with lively text and simple bold 
illustrations. Join this mischievous pair as they embark on yet more 
adventures as the series is growing! 
Rights sold: Chinese (complex and simplified), English (World), Japanese, Korean

LARGE FORMAT BOOKS  
4 TITLES - 24 x 30.5 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 12.80€

 1. 1. GASPARD & LISA VISIT THE BIG STORES
 2. 2. THE MAGIC SHOW

 3. 3. LISA AND SANTA CLAUS
 4. 4. LET’S PARTY!

22 33 44

OVER 1 MILLION OVER 1 MILLION 
COPIES SOLD!COPIES SOLD!

PICTURE BOOKS  
36 TITLES - 19 x 19 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 6.95€

  1. 1. GASPARD ON VACATION
 2. 2. LISA’S HOME
 3. 3. LISA’S AIRPLANE TRIP
 4. 4. GASPARD & LISA AT THE MUSEUM
 5. 5. GASPARD IN HOSPITAL
 6. 6. A CHRISTMAS GIFT
 7. 7. GASPARD AT THE SEASIDE
 8. 8. LISA IN NEW YORK
 9.9. GASPARD IS JEALOUS
 10. 10. LISA’S NIGHTMARES
 11. 11. LISA’S BABY SISTER
 12. 12. FRIENDS FOREVER
 13. 13. GASPARD & LISA ARE BORED
 14. 14. LISA IN THE JUNGLE
 15.15. GASPARD WANTS A PUPPY
 16. 16. LISA TAKES THE TRAIN
 17. 17. LISA IS SICK
 18. 18. GASPARD & LISA AT THE RESTAURANT
 19. 19. A GIFT FOR MUMMY
 20. 20. LISA HAS NITS
 21. 21. GASPARD & LISA GO ON A PICNIC
 22. 22. GASPARD & LISA IN JAPAN
 23.  23. LISA’S KITTEN
 24. 24. LISA’S GUINEA PIG
 25. 25. GASPARD & LISA AT THE MOVIES
 26. 26. GASPARD’S BIRTHDAY
 27. 27. GASPARD & LISA GO BACK TO SCHOOL
 28. 28. GASPARD & LISA BABYSIT
 29. 29. GASPARD IS IN LOVE
 30.  30. GASPARD HAS TO WEAR GLASSES
 31.31. GASPARD & LISA AND THE PUFFER FISH
 32. 32. GASPARD & LISA IN TOKYO
 33. 33. GASPARD & LISA AT THE POMPIDOU CENTER
 34. 34. GASPARD & LISA PLAY FOOTBALL
 35. 35. GASPARD & LISA ON VACATION
 36. 36. GASPARD AND LISA AT THE OPERA 

2222

2929 3030

3131 3232 3333

3434 3535 3636

2828

272726262525

24242323

HELLO KITTY & GASPARD AND LISA, IN PARIS!  
20 x 29 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 9.90€

Today is a big day: Hello Kitty is coming to visit her friends  
Gaspard and Lisa in Paris! There are so many things to do in Paris 
and lots of things that Gaspard and Lisa want to show Hello Kitty! 
She is so happy but it’s already time to leave. The three friends 
exchange gifts and promise to stay in touch; they’re sure that 
they’ll all be friends for life!

11

3636Gaspard and Lisa and their class  
are going to the opera tonight!  
How exciting! Though Gaspard  
got lost at first, he finally managed  
to join Lisa to watch the show. During 
intermission, the class is allowed  
to visit the opera house: would it be  
ok to take one of the music sheets  
from the conductor’s music stand  
as a souvenir?  
He probably doesn’t need it, does he?

New!New!
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1 .1.  COLORS

My Image Book About ArtMy Image Book About Art
Mes premiers imagiers de l’ArtMes premiers imagiers de l’Art  44
Christian Demilly • Didier Baraud
4 TITLES - 19.5 x 19.5 CM - 38 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 12.50€

A collection designed to familiarize children with colors and shapes as they’re seen by artists. Every double page 
spread has a flap where the little reader will discover an element of a painting that’s been chosen from a larger 
piece of art accompanied by a short text. When the flap is unfolded, the painting from which the element comes 
will be visible, allowing children to discover the element that had been previously isolated within its original 
context. Each book will allow for the discovery of 9 works of art.
World rights available

2.2.  SHAPES

Open the flap  Open the flap  
to discover the whole  to discover the whole  

piece of art!piece of art!

Open the flap  Open the flap  
to discover the whole  to discover the whole  

piece of art!piece of art!

33

44

3.3.  ANIMALS 4.4.  SEASONS

2 new titles!2 new titles!
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On The Way With...On The Way With...
En chemin avec...En chemin avec...  88
Christian Demilly • Didier Baraud
6 TITLES - 24 x 26 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 14.95€

Embark on a journey to discover the world’s most emblematic artists in a simple 
manner that’s both accessible and evocative. Through an artist’s work we’ll discover 
a style, a technique, as well as its artistic merit; we’ll walk the path where landscapes 
come alive and artists’ lives are described by the body of work they’ve left behind.
World rights available

1.1. ARCIMBOLDO  2.2. MATISSE  

5.5. KLIMT  
Welcome to Gustav Klimt’s flamboyant universe filled with captivating 
patterns, shimmering colors, gold, and magnificent portraits of women… 
Discover an artist who used decorative art methodologies to create a body  
of work that’s both intimate and overwhelming, where some of his images  
have become truly iconic…

6.6. HOKUSAI  
Welcome to Hokusai’s magical world where we find images that are 

exceptionally detailed and prints filled with grace and harmony… 
Discover a mythical Japan as seen by the artist who described himself  

as an “old madman who’s crazy about drawing”. This legendary artist 
made unforgettable work such as his famous wave and the incredible 

views of Mount Fuji…

2 new titles!2 new titles!

3.3. FRIDA KAHLO  4.4. KANDISKY  
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The Adventures of Modern ArtThe Adventures of Modern Art
L’Aventure de l’art moderneL’Aventure de l’art moderne  88
Nicolas Martin
24 x 28 CM - 64 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 18€

Discover the most important masterpieces of artists like Picasso, 
Van Gogh, and Munch, who each produced revolutionary art  
in the late 19th- and early 20th-century in reaction to the changes 
that era was experiencing. Through a chronological presentation 
that covers several art movements such as Impressionism, 
Expressionism, Fauvism, Cubism, and Futurism, children will learn 
about this period in art history known as Modern Art as well as  
the evolution of art that eventually gave birth to Abstract Art.
World rights available

New!New!
Color Full!Color Full!

Haut en couleurs !Haut en couleurs !  88
Nicolas Martin
24 x 26 CM - 64 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 18€

Colors are something that can’t be calculated nor reasoned with.  
It’s difficult to talk about the emotions that they instill in us, 
especially since nobody sees them in exactly the same way.  
This book presents a color selection to children and how it’s been 
illustrated by some of the greatest artists of Western painting 
tradition. Each color shows us its personality, which can change  
and can even be contradictory, as well as how they respond  
to other colors, much like musical notes when they work together. 
Once children have learned the basics of color, they can then 
discover the colors and color harmonies that they like best  
and learn how to better decipher their mysterious language.
World rights available
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The Earth, A World to be ProtectedThe Earth, A World to be Protected
La Terre, un monde à protégerLa Terre, un monde à protéger 

 88   
23.5 x 35 CM - 72 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 18.90€

We have our hearts set on cultivating the citizens of tomorrow by giving children the keys to knowing more  
about the world they live in today. Safeguarding the planet, its resources, its future, and its inhabitants will  
have high stakes for generations to come. This new series aims to contribute to the education and awareness  
of children without discouraging them. Written by specialists in each subject area, they’ve endeavored  
to make the content as accessible to children as possible while being educational, and realistic, without being 
alarmist nor anxiety-provoking. They talk about the facts and the risks, but also about what’s being done  
such as to improve things going forward. This series delivers a positive message that says “action is possible.”   
The beautiful illustrations of these informative and passionate guides will also capture children’s imaginations 
and ensure that the information stays with them for a long time.
World rights available

1.1. WATER, A PRECIOUS RESOURCE
David Blanchon • Sylvia Lorrain and Vincent Lozouet
Here is a book that documents and explains everything that’s 
needed to know about THE most important resource for life as 
we know it. It discusses water’s initial appearance and how it’s 
distributed on our planet, as well as the different uses humans 
have for it through explanations on the water cycle, the circuit 
of drinkable water, and what we mean by waste water. Through 
the assessment of this vital resource that is ultimately 
exhaustible, we also put forth a message of hope. Children will 
discover the steps needed to consume water responsibly today 
to avoid conflicts with regards to its usage in the future. They’ll 
also find solutions that already exist to consume water better… 
or less of it!

NEXT TITLE COMING  NEXT TITLE COMING  IN SPRING 2022!IN SPRING 2022!
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Tell Me Why Pop UpTell Me Why Pop Up
Mes dis pourquoi animésMes dis pourquoi animés 

 11   
4 TITLES - 16.5 x 16.5 CM - 12 PAGES - BOARDBOOK - 8.50€

A new collection of non-fiction books that answer the “why” of small children in a simple and fun manner by using 
short texts that have been adapted to their age. It also showcases number of moving parts: flaps to open, pull-outs, 
wheels, and even images that pop out. The book is clear and Philippe Jalbert’s colourful illustrations will certainly 
sway both children and adults!
World rights available

1.1. FIREMEN 2.2. BEES

4.4. WOLVES3.3. ANGER

11

22

33

44

Sl ide the tabSl ide the tab

Trace the bee  Trace the bee  
with your fingerwith your finger

Open the flapsOpen the flaps

Pul l out the tabPul l out the tab

DISCOVER  DISCOVER  
THE INSIDE  THE INSIDE  
OF THE BOOKOF THE BOOK

NEXT TITLES COMING NEXT TITLES COMING IN FALL 2022!IN FALL 2022!
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Tell Me Why 4/6 year-oldTell Me Why 4/6 year-old
Dis Pourquoi 4/6 ansDis Pourquoi 4/6 ans 

 44   
2 TITLES - 21 x 23 CM - 64 PAGES - HARDCOVER WITH ANIMATIONS - 14.99€

Discover the new edition of our best-selling series of non-fiction titles which content is specially  
adapted for young and curious 4 to 6-year-olds. Over 130 simplified questions and their answer  
will bring them the answers they were looking for on a plethora of subjects while animations  
such as flaps and sliding charts and little observational games ensure that they don’t get bored!
World rights available

1.1. SPECIAL ANIMALS
Why do wolf eyes shine at night?  
Why do parakeets stay  
in couples all their lives?  
What is the fastest land animal?  
Do elephants know how to swim?  
Find a multitude of fascinating  
information and hilarious facts  
on our animal friends through  
130 questions and their answers.

2.2. TELL ME WHY…
Why do we dream? Where does table salt come from?  
Why do we have last names? Why are there holes in bread? 
You’ll find more than 130 questions and answers about  
every day life, the human body, animals, nature, and science.

Turn the wheelTurn the wheel

Open  Open  
al l the flapsal l the flaps

Open  Open  
the flapthe flap

DISCOVER  DISCOVER  
THE INSIDE  THE INSIDE  
OF THE BOOKOF THE BOOK
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Tell Me Why - EncyclopaediasTell Me Why - Encyclopaedias
Dis Pourquoi ? - EncyclopédiesDis Pourquoi ? - Encyclopédies 

 66   
4 TITLES - 20 x 21 CM - 128 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 14.50€

With these encyclopaedias, children will develop their knowledge of several global themes and learn a multitude 
of things about the world aroung them. The question and answer format of these books that has made the success 
of the Tell Me Why range allows children to organize their reading any way they like.  Children will find fun games 
matching each of the 6 chapters at the end of the book where they’ll also find a glossary that will encourage them 
to dive deeper into the text.
World rights available

1.1. WORLD ATLAS
Thanks to 150 questions,  
their simple and precise  
answers and 6 illustrated  
maps, little readers will  
discover the specificities  
of each continent!

2.2. IT’S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE!
150 questions and their fascinating  
answers will allow children to learn  
more about animals, the human body,  
planet Earth, great inventions, History  
and amazing scientific facts and records!

TELL ME WHY 6/8 YEAR-OLD
Dis Pourquoi ?Dis Pourquoi ? 

 66
14 TITLES - 19.5 x 20.4 CM - 48 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 7.90€

Discover over 60 questions and their 
answers in these smaller books on more 
specific subjects. Learning and having fun 
never ends with the Tell Me Why range!

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THIS RANGE

2 new titles!2 new titles!

3.3. SCIENCES
Who invented concrete? How do certain 
airplanes land on water? Through  
150 questions-answers that are both simple 
and concise, children will be able to explore 
their curiosity and pierce scientific mysteries. 
They’ll also be able to deepen their 
understanding and test their knowledge  
with science experiments, games,  
and quizzes, all while having fun!

4.4. FOOTBALL
150 fun questions-answers to become  
a football expert! Dive into the universe  
of this sport and discover everything about  
its origins, its record-holders, the rules,  
as well as the incredible teams and legendary 
players of this fascinating game!
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What Do You Think?  What Do You Think?  
A Philosophy Workshop For ChildrenA Philosophy Workshop For Children
Et toi, qu’est-ce que tu en penses ? Petit atelier philo pour les enfantsEt toi, qu’est-ce que tu en penses ? Petit atelier philo pour les enfants  66
Anne Lalanne • Thierry Manes
4 TITLES - 16.5 x 22 CM - 32 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 6.95€

These philosophy workshop books build on some of the big questions  
that children have and invite them to develop their own ways  
of thinking thanks to a series of open-ended questions which allow  
parents to accompany their children on their philosophical journey.  
Written by a teacher who has been hosting philosophy  
workshops in primary schools for 20 years, the questions and avenues  
of inquiry within these books will initiate positive discussions between  
parents and children and encourage little readers to think for themselves  
about life’s most important subjects.
World rights available

1.1. WHAT IS LOVE?  
A series of questions to help children become aware  
of the different meanings and manifestations of love. 
I love strawberries! I love my bunny! We can love  
things with our senses but also with our heart.  
How can we love so many things and in so many ways? 
Is loving with your senses and experiencing physical 
sensations the same as loving with our heart and 
experiencing emotions?  
And you, what do you think?

3.3. ARE WE ALL THE SAME OR ARE WE DIFFERENT?  
What are things that we all have? What are things that make us different?  
If we all have a body, a mouth, arms, and legs, are we all the same?  
Or are we different? One can be tall, short, disabled, not disabled, blond or 
dark-haired… so are all of our differences visible? Why are we all so different?
Through a series of questions, this book will help children understand their 
differences and to accept them.

WATCH OUR EDITOR WATCH OUR EDITOR 
PRESENT THE SERIESPRESENT THE SERIES

4.4. IT’S NOT FAIR! 
Would it be fair to receive a smaller gift than your cousin? Is it fair to have  
to stay inside if you’re sick? “It’s not fair!” is surely one of the sentences that 
children use the most. But what’s really fair?
Through a series of questions, this book will help children think about  
the notions of equality, equity, and injustice and will, little by little, define 
their own autonomous thoughts on the subject.

New!New!

2.2. WHAT IS DEATH?  
A series of questions to help children become aware  

of how finite life is and what it means to be alive. 
Is everything around us alive? Is being dead like sleeping?  

Do we feel the same sadness when we are far away from  
someone we love as when someone we love dies?  

How do we feel when we think about someone we’ve loved? 
And you, what do you think?

NEXT TITLE  NEXT TITLE  
COMING  COMING  

IN WINTER 2022!IN WINTER 2022!
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History Made EasyHistory Made Easy
L’histoire, c’est pas sorcierL’histoire, c’est pas sorcier 

 66   
8 TITLES - 16.5 x 16.5 CM - 32 PAGES - SOFTCOVER - 4.50€

A new series allowing children to discover everything there is to know about 
historical periods of the past as well as some of the people that shaped history!  
Little quizzes throughout each title as well as a final quiz at the end ensure  
that children are also having fun while satisfying their thirst for knowledge.  
A timeline at the end of book makes it easy for children to remember key dates.
World rights available

1. 1. PREHISTORIC TIMES 2. 2. THE GAULS 3. 3. JULIUS CAESAR

33

4. 4. CLEOPATRA 5. 5. JOAN OF ARC 6. 6. MARIE-ANTOINETTE 2 new titles!2 new titles!

7. 7. WORLD WAR II

8. 8. NAPOLÉON

NEXT TITLES  NEXT TITLES  
COMING  COMING  

IN SPRING 2022!IN SPRING 2022!
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Sports FanSports Fan
Fan de...Fan de... 

 66   
4 TITLES - 19 x 24.5 CM - 48 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 7.90€

This new series is a must-have for children who want to know everything they can about sports! Each title,  
which has been developed with the cooperation of sports journalists, focuses on a different sport. 
The origins, the rules, the main competitions throughout the world, the star players, as well as plenty of fun  
facts and records are all here: children will learn about them all! These books are perfect to help children better 
understand each sport and will even encourage them to go outside and practice.
World rights available

1. 1. BASKETBALL FAN

3. 3. BALLET FAN

2 new titles!2 new titles!

2. 2. RUGBY FAN

4. 4. ATHLETICS FAN

NEXT TITLE  NEXT TITLE  COMING  COMING  IN SUMMER 2022!IN SUMMER 2022!
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On Arsène Lupin’s TrailOn Arsène Lupin’s Trail
Sur les traces d’Arsène Lupin Sur les traces d’Arsène Lupin 99
17.5 x 24 CM - 56 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 8.95€

Have you always wished you could find Arsène Lupin’s secret lair?  
Take off on an adventure in this treasure hunt in the heart of Paris!  
Solve 40 riddles as you explore Paris, pulling together this famous 
gentleman’s relics to try and discover their secrets. This story is filled  
with surprises as we follow in the footsteps of this most beloved burglar.
World rights available

NEXT TITLE  NEXT TITLE  
COMING  COMING  

IN SPRING 2022!IN SPRING 2022!
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Mysterious InvestigationsMysterious Investigations
Enquête Mystère Enquête Mystère 66
2 TITLES - 17.5 x 24 CM - 56 PAGES - HARDCOVER - 8.95€

Tag along with Hugo, Mia, and their dog Peplum on their trips around the world and into the past!  
Every one of their adventures will involve an exciting investigation. Will you be able to help them solve  
the 40 riddles that you’ll find along the way to figure out the mystery? Information throughout  
the book will also help you learn lots of things all while having fun! Challenge your neurons and let’s go! 
World rights available

1.1. PANIC AT THE FORTIFIED CASTLE
Hugo and Mia, along with their dog Peplum, discover an old chest in the museum 
one day. They open it and find themselves in a very busy castle in the Middle Ages 
where an unknown monster is threatening the population. Throughout this 
adventure, you’ll need to solve 40 riddles (labyrinths, logic problems, associative 
games, search and finds, find the object that doesn’t belong, etc.), to get the clues 
needed to discover the dangerous creature that’s marauding in the area! You’ll learn 
more about the world during the time of knights in armor while having fun.

2.2. MISSION AROUND THE WORLD
Hugo, Mia, and Peplum are off on a mission to find their explorer uncle, 
who has mysteriously disappeared while hunting a fantastic creature. 
They’re transported to the end of the world with their magic talisman 
where they’ll have to scale mountains, walk through the desert, the jungle, 
sail the ocean, and solve at least 40 riddles! Where will they go on  
this incredible expedition? This book will also allow you to learn more 
about our planet.

Hugo, Mia and Peplum have  Hugo, Mia and Peplum have  
arrived in a fortified castle  arrived in a fortified castle  
and came upon 4 people.  and came upon 4 people.  
Who do you want to fol low?Who do you want to fol low?

You chose to follow Jane. Find  You chose to follow Jane. Find  
the odd object in the image and  the odd object in the image and  
don’t forget to note down the clue! don’t forget to note down the clue! 
Then, to fol low Hugo and Mia,  Then, to fol low Hugo and Mia,  
go to page 23. To fol low Peplum,  go to page 23. To fol low Peplum,  
go to page 27.go to page 27.

You chose to pick up the magic You chose to pick up the magic 
jungle tal isman. Can you help jungle tal isman. Can you help 
Nayati find the 2 identical lemurs Nayati find the 2 identical lemurs 
in the jungle? Don’t forget to  in the jungle? Don’t forget to  
draw the footprint, it might be  draw the footprint, it might be  
important! Then to fol low Peplum,  important! Then to fol low Peplum,  
go to page 15. But go to page 24  go to page 15. But go to page 24  
to accompany Hugo and Mia.to accompany Hugo and Mia.

How many lychees can you spot  How many lychees can you spot  
in the fruit baskets? Draw  in the fruit baskets? Draw  
the footprint that Nayati showed  the footprint that Nayati showed  
you and go to page 29.you and go to page 29.

NEXT TITLE  NEXT TITLE  COMING  COMING  IN SPRING 2022!IN SPRING 2022!
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Go On An Expedition!: The Game BooksGo On An Expedition!: The Game Books
Mon livre de jeu d’expédition Mon livre de jeu d’expédition 77
2 TITLES - 17.5 x 20.5 CM - 176 PAGES - HARDCOVER + 6 FOLDED MAPS - 13.95€

Grab your gear and go on an expedition in mysterious worlds! Every clue hidden  
in the maps and each one of the 150 enigmas will bring you closer to your final 
destination. Will you be the one to unravel the mystery and bring the treasure home? 
Rights sold: Russian

1.1. TREASURE OF THE CITIES OF GOLD
Pierre Delaine • Denis Dugas and Alexandre Honoré
Join the adventure right now and dive into the world of the Incas! Travel to the lost Inca 
citadels, solve the 150 enigmas and find the clues hidden in the 6 maps to progress  
in your quest and find the lost treasure. Good luck!

2. 2. MERLIN’S TREASURE
Virgile Turier
Follow the enchanter’s footsteps and cross magical 
lands thanks to 6 maps. You will have to solve all  
the clues along the way if you want to travel the right 
path and find the legendary sword, Excalibur!

OVER  OVER  58,000 COPIES SOLD!58,000 COPIES SOLD!
New!New!

3.3. THE MUMMY’S TREASURE
Julien Hervieux
Quickly meet with Professor Bones at his archeological dig. He’s looking for a unique  
and legendary object that’s buried there… Prepare yourself, it’s the start of an extraordinary 
adventure and a voyage throughout time! It’s up to you to figure out 150 riddles and  
continue along your path using 6 maps that will lead you to the heart of the pyramid  
where the Mummy’s Tomb is found!
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4.4. FANTASTIC ESCAPE  66
Have you always wanted to find a real magical waterfall? To do so, you’ll need  
to hike through an enchanted forest filled with all sorts of strange and fantastic 
animals like the unicorn or werewolf while handling surprises along the way!  
A strange world that’s easy to fall into, but how do you leave…? Your observational 
skills will be needed as well as working out the answers to 80 riddles. A magnifying 
glass is included to help your eyes catch everything! This collaborative adventure  
is fun to play more than once.

Escape Board GamesEscape Board Games
Escape GameEscape Game
5 TITLES - BOX CONTAINING 1 BOARD + ENIGMAS AND CLUES CARDS + 1 RED LENS TO DECYPHER CLUES - 12€

Rediscover the thrill of in-person escape rooms at home thanks to this series of board 
games that have been developed and adapted to children ages 7+ by game specialists. 
You’ll find everything you need to have fun working together on enigmas, codes,  
and riddles to escape danger and fulfil your mission! 
World rights available

1.1. PYRAMID ESCAPE  77
Your team of explorers is looking for the pharaoh’s  
treasure but you’ve all ended up trapped inside the pyramid! 
To find your way out, you’ll have to answer the pharaoh’s 
riddles, use the red lens to decipher the enigmas, and move 
from one room to the other… Up to 6 explorers can  
work together to escape the pyramid by choosing the 20-  
or 40-minute versions of the game.

2.2. LAB ESCAPE  88
As Professor Cuckoo’s faithful assistants, you can choose one 
of the 3 different scenarios of 20 minutes each that are offered 
in this box. You can either help the Professor get back to  
his normal size, bring him back home from his time-travels,  
or find a way to fix a machine that will explode in 30 minutes! 
Up to 6 assistants can work on missions with different boards, 
the Professor’s notes, the red lens, and the cards.

Observe the board and  Observe the board and  
read the cards to find clues!read the cards to find clues!

The box unfolds  The box unfolds  
to be used as a boardto be used as a board

Solve the riddles and learn  Solve the riddles and learn  
more about the forest creatures  more about the forest creatures  
to win the gameto win the game

3.3. ARSENE LUPIN ESCAPE GAME  99
Have you always wanted to learn from the legendary Arsene Lupin?  
Put everything you’ve been taught to the test to find his treasure before  
the police arrives and become the dignified apprentice of the gentleman  
burglar! Three games are offered that you can play one after the other  
or separately! There’s a treasure trove of riddles to solve inside each game.  
This exciting adventure filled with plot-twists, can be played with others,  
and it can be played over and over again!

DISCOVER  DISCOVER  
WHAT’S INSIDE!WHAT’S INSIDE!

5.5. NAUTILUS ESCAPE  66
Could you escape from the deep? In this adventure, players will pretend to be officers 
on the famous submarine commanded by Captain Nemo, the Nautilus. The submarine 
is out of its depth and while the captain is on the deck of the submarine, the rest  
of the crew has to keep everything under control! Dive into the dark armed with 
nothing but a flashlight and find yourself at the bottom of the sea! Discover  
three games that will amaze you in this exciting adventure-filled book chock full  
of plot twists that’s collaborative and can be played more than once!

New!New!
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